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15. GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, SAMPLING AND DIAMOND. 
DRILLING AT MANYEGHI HELIUM-BEARING HOT SPRINGS, 

SINGIDA DISTRICT 

0) 

(Ii) 

( iii) 

(iv) 
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By J. F, HARRIS, Mining Geologist Jio~'jihlc ex 

I. INTRODUGrION The bi~ 
A number of the hot springs in the Mponde River area emit gas containing from 5 to 10 Ir/bl,'.<lIIIII 1101 

per cent. helium. The gas with the highest percentage of helium comes from the MporuJ. 
Springs but the much more extensive springs at l\1anyeghi about 15 miles to the north well! 
considered more suitable for tbe detailed investigation which it had been decided to underl<lk~ 
as part of a campaign to develop a Commonwealth source of helium for the U.K. atolld~ 
power programme. 

The object of the investigation, some aspects of which are summarized in this repor!j,' 
was to ascertain whether an increased flow of helium could be obtained over and ab()~@ , 
that naturally escaping from the spring vents. 

Most of the work was done during the period May to December, 1958. The investiga( 
included the drawing up ofa detailed topographic map (G.S. 1276, in pocket) of the 
the springs; an examination of the geology of the area immediately adjacent to the 
an appraisal of the structure of the area by means of air photographs; a search for 
undiscovered spring vents; an extensive programme of pitting which supplied inJ'oTlO1alillil 
on weathering, bedrock geology and ground~water conditions; detailed measurement 
brine and gas flow from the spring vents and a study ofvariafions in thcsefactors; and 
other measurements, including sub-surface temperatures in the spring vents, racllO··acllvIIY 
associated with the spring vents, and the effect of changes in hydrostatic pressure on gas I I i, 
brine flow. Six diamond-drill holes totalling 1,043 feet were drilled under Vents 3 
in an attempt to find out the nature and orientation of the structure which channels the 
of gas and brine. Some magneto meter tra verses were also done. 

H. LOCATION AND ACCESS 

Manyeghi Springs arc situated on the eastern side of the Mponde River valley, 
85 miles north-west of Dodoma and about 4,000 feet above sea-level. The springs arc I 

3 miles south of the Kwa Mtoro~Singida road, from which they can be reached by a turn 
about 2 miles south·cast of the village of Msughaa. 

Ill. GEOLOGY OF THE MANYEGHI AREA 

Ca) Regional Setting 

The Mponde Valley is a south-south~east~trending trough about two miles wid\.:. 
represents the down thrown block to the east of a strong rift-fault system (the soUfhwlu 
extension of the western boundary fault of the Kenya Rift Valley) which forms a . , 
scarp rising about 700 feet above the valley-floor along its western side. No comp;lJ~ r! 
topographic feature oCCurS on the eastern side of the valley, but a low scarp marks a ). 
fracturing which may be an antithetic fault system dipping to the west and making 
at depth with the main rift fault. Manyeghi Springs extend over a stretch of about a III 

and a half of this zone of presumed antithetic faulting. 

(b) Rock Types 

The area around Manyeghi Springs is part of a Precambrian migmatite complex in 
granitic material greatly predominates over the unmigmatized, metamorphic host 
Four main components of the migmatite complex can be distinguished in the field: 
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(I) Foliated biotite gneiss, often with large, oriented feldspar-·porphyroblasts. 

(11) Medium-grained migmatitic granite with a noticeable content of biotite. 
(lIi) Leucocratic migmatitic granite, apparently without biotite, 
(Iv) Pegmatites and aplites. 

" The outcrops in an area of about onc square mile immediately to the east of the springs 
IlllVO been examined in some detail and the following sequence of events is suggested as a 
< explanation of the field relationships observed in that small area. 

The biotite . (i) is thought to represent a member of a suite of ancient, regionally 
il,llilllmOrJ,h()sed rocks. These rocks were subjected to a period of migmatization during 

feldspar porphyroblasts were developed parallel to the foliation (about 260 
the biotite gneiss, much of which was completely made over to biotiticmigmatitic 

At some latcr stage a resurgence of migmatization affected the area and much 
migmatitic granite and almost all of the remaining host rock remnants were 

by the leucocratic migmatitic granite (iii). This phase of migmatization was more 
than the earlier one and was accompanied by local mobilization of granitic material. 

of this mobilized material recrystallized more or less in place to form large masses of 
'IlI'IJe'llrain"dpegmatite pervading the leucocratic migmatitic granite, but some was injected 

of weakness in the earlier migmatitic granite and the remnants of biotite gneiss, 
veins of pegmatite and aplite. 

Basic dykes also occur in the area. They follow various strike directions and are almost 
.' later than the migmatites. The original pyroxene of these rocks has been converted 
hOJenb.lenlde, actinolite or epidote, indicating that a relatively mild regional metamorphism 
uffccted the area at some time since the emplacement of the basic dykes. 

(c) Structure 

The salient structural feature of the area is a system of strong southRsouthReast-trending 
IllUlts with a down throw to the east. A zone of faulting, probably antithetic to the main 
faults, runs parallel to the major rift scarp about two miles to the east, forming the 

boundary of the broad, flat Mponde Rift Valley. 

The rift faulting cuts ancient migmatites which exhibit a well-marked system of pre-rift 
n,,:turallines (joints, dykes and fractured zones) which have, in many cases, been the loci 
renewed movement during the later faulting. 

The joint system in the migmatites can be tentatively interpreted as indicating a morc or 
castRwest compressive state which may have caused a gradual gentle doming of the area. 
sudden release of this stress may have been the cause of the largeRscale normal faulting 

the rift episode. 

A rather unexpected feature shown up by the air photographs is that the predominant 
ructural directions in the areas to the east and to the west of the rift fault do not appear 
be the same. The dissimilarities in the structural pattern on either side of the fault may 

indicate that the two areas have behaved differently and independently since very 
. on account of some fundamental tectonic difference, since emphasized by the 

"'''Ill'':!On of the rift faulting along the boundary. 

The faulting which produced the main rift scarp in the Manyeghi area strikes between 340 
360 degrees, the latter trend probably being the earlier one. To the north of Manyeghi 

j the main rift becomes more variable in strike and splits into two or more parallel 
iy,tems. This area is considered by Gherardi (Unpubl. rep., 1958) to typify a moderate
Jrlpping, normal fault system with its step and splay faults. The character of the rifling 
vhnnges further south to more or less straight, uninterrupted lines with sudden offsets along 
old fractures; this Gherardi considers to be characteristic of true collapse structure and 
Implies a very steeply-dipping fault. The character of the rift directly opposite Manyeghi 
Hprings is intermediate between these two extremes. 
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The structure of the eastern boundary of the rift valley appears to be that oJ" :lflIUI ... 111' 
faulting resulting from east-west tension brought on by the major downfaulting fUr!h~'1 I, F IllIi 
west. 

To the south of the springs the antithetic faults strike mainly at 340 to %0 d, !'I"Fi 

(parallel with the main rift fault) but in the area of the springs and for a few miles (0 111,' 110 'Ill! 
the adjustment seems also to have taken place along old lines of weakness strik ill)', .11 ~ 01 
and 290 degrees, giving a zone of faulted blocks which has no doubt been the main Ill, .dl;llI" 
feature of the hot springs. To the north of the Singida road the main rift trend t'III'B', III 
strongly again on a strike of 350 degrees. 

IV. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPRING VENTS 

Warm dilute brine with bubbles of gas containing just over five per cent. ht:lillll! <l1~ 
emitted at intervals along a stretch of about a mile and a half of the eastern side "I 

Mponde Rift Valley. The outflow from these springs, Manyeghi Springs, rull." '."1111 

westwards towards the Mponde River, forming a large swamp some two miles long hI,' II:dl 
mile wide in the floor of the valley. The ground waterlogged by the brine is ch<ll';I~ 1\"1 

here, as at other helium spring localities, by a lush growth of round~ste1l1med greell 
(C)'JJerus rotundas, or "Nclagu "). 

The appearance of the spring vents is nearly always similar, the brine escaping (HIIII I 

top or flanks of low, humped-up arcas of mud and sand covered with a growth or f\Jd,qp! 
reeds. In some cases the natural vents were dug out to form artificial pools of Cle:!1 \\1111,' 

in order to facilitate measurements of gas and brine flow. 

The sand filling the vents is coarse, in some cases grading downwards into an <I:',)',H\I':I!\~ 
of angular rock fragments as much as two inches across. 

The volume of brine emitted from the different vents varies enormously, rangill!', 11 I 
flows in the region of 10,000 gallons per hour from each of the two most active gr')III"! 
vents to scarcely perceptible seepages in the case of some of the dying vents. In all, 3.'> 1\(11 I 

of emission of brine are known, of which 11 arc strongly active. 

The temperature of the brine varies considerably from vent to vent, being generally 11 ,I U 

(90 to 100 degrees F.) in the more active vents. Some of the feebler old vents an.: tjlil 
cold (60 to 70 degrees F.). 

In most cases the flow of gas from the vents is roughly proportional to the rate 
of brine. 

v. DIAMOND-DRILLING 

Six diamond~drilI holes totalling 1,047 feet were drilled under Vents 3 and 4. 

The purpose of the drill~holes was primarily to investigate the nature and disp00ilillll 
the structure up which the gas and brine is supplied to the springs, though at the S,1I111: lill!ij 

it was hoped to obtain interesting information about variations in brine templ'l':lltlll!! 
composition, pressure, gas content, etc., with depth. If a clear picture of the stnJt"lllllf 
could be obtained it was hoped to site a deep hole to intersect this structure at a depth 
a marked increase in the rate of flow of gas and brine could be expected. 

At the start of the driI1ing progra'mme it had been thought that the brine channels hd!lw 
certain groups of springs where the points of emission of gas and brine showed a 111:11 h li(1 
linear distribution (e.g., Vents 3 and 4 and Vents 7 and 8) might be in the form of lllOh' III 

less simple planar structures which could be positively identified in a borehole. H ."IIt'1I 11 
structure could have been intersected in three points at succeedingly greater depths, it 11111:111 
have been possible to predict its downward extension by normal geometrical mdlHldq, 

The first hole, G.S. 10, was drilled at an inclination of 45 degrees on a bearing 1}\11111111 

to the line of gas/brine emissions in Vents 3 and 4, and actually served to confirm the gClIl'lIi1 

impression of the structure as stated above. It tapped a large flow of hot brine ;t! I III 
feet below surface just to the south~west of the spring, the increase in flow occurring ;illllll'll 
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I within a 20-foot stretch of the hole. There had heen no appreciable brine flow 
I' point, and although the hole was extended another 75 feet beyond it, no further 

was obtained. This seemed to indicate a well-defined structure dipping steeply 
south-west, so a second hole, G,S, 11, was drilled from the same site and on the same 

hut at an inclination of 70 degrees, in an attempt to intersect the assumed structure at 
ICet below surface. Unfortunately, this hole (300 feet inclined depth) did nothing to 

II' the idea of a simple, constant-dipping planar structure and it was necessaly to drill 
hole (G.S. 12, 275 feet inclined depth) from the other side of the spring to see if the 

I structure perhaps dipped to the north-east rather than to the south-west. Although 
second and third holes both intersected strong flows of hot brine with gas, the inflows 

I '. at several points in each hole and there seemed to be no logical correlation in 
, between the brine-bearing channels intersected in the three holes, 

It had originally been intended to drill below Vents 7 and 8 as well as 3 and 4, but, as 
,Ii'ijur(ace conditions were likely to be essentially similar for both groups and no clear 

emerged from drilling at Vents 3 and 4, it seemed unlikely that definite 
rUflnation would be obtained at Vents 7 and 8 either. It was thus decided instead to 

directly beneath the main area of gas and brine emission in Vent 3 in the. hope 
Jnlersecting the feeder channel within 40 or 50 feet of the surface, 

Threc short, inclined holes, G.S. 13, 14 and 15, mutually at right angles, were drilled under 
Hrea of bubbles and /lot one intersected the main gas/brine channelCs) although 

<lcvelo]ped me,de,'ate flows of gas and brine which increased gradually with depth. This 
clear that no definite planar structure exists (at least near surface), and that 

flow follows a zigRzag path within a fairly wide zone of intersecting fissures. The 
the brine probably changes continually as certain fissures become plugged with the 

bentonitic clay which is so characteristic of the vent areas. 

It was found impossible to interpret the detailed upward path of the gas and brine from 
drHling results, The brine channels intersected in the different holes mayor may not be 

1 connected; certainly in no case was the flow from one hole affected by changes in 
the others, and, even when the first three holes were flowing at a total of about 

gallons per hour, the flow from the spring itself was only slightly affected. 

Brine issued from the three deeper boreholes under considerable pressure. Daily 
\IllIs'ur"me:nts made by screwing a pressure gauge on the top of the casings showed average 

of 91 pounds per square inch for boreholes G.S. 10 and 11, and 6 pounds per 
inch for G.S. 12. These pressures are equivalent to heads of about 22 and 14 feet 

water respectively (the difference between these two figures being approximately that of 
Jifference in height of the two borehole sites). These figures were found in all cases to 

almost exactly with direct measurements of the height to which water rosc in the 
when it was pUlled. 

The small flows of water from the short holes G.S. 14 and 15 rose respectively 9t and 7 
(vertical height) in the casings. 

VI. THE GAS AND BRINE FLOWING FROM THE SPRINGS 

Ca) Measurement of Brine Flow 

The rates of flow of brine from most of the principal spring vents were measured by 
. the height of water in a 90 degrees V-notch set in the outlet stream. The figures 

.lIbt"in"d may be slightly too low owing to loss by lateral seepage under the impounding 
walls of the pools. 

The flow varies somewhat from time to time and the figures quoted below are the maxima 
minima of the normal range, 
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RATE OF FLOW OF BRINE FROM PRINCIPAL SPRING VENTS, MANYEGHI 

Vent No. 1 3,140 to 3,580 gallons per hour 
Vents Nos. 3 and 4* 10,7001' to 11,700 gallons per hour 
Vents Nos. 7 and 8* 8,175 to 8,745 gallons per hour 
Vent No. 9 3,250 to 3,930 gallons per hour 
Borcholc G.S. 10 3,275 to 3,335 gallons pc!' ]lOUI' 

Borcholc G.S. 11 2,900 to 3,275 gallons per hour 
BOJ'ehoJe G.S, 12 2,730 to 2,860 gallons per hou!' 

'* Combined flow for both vents. tFlew from spring when Boreholcs G.S. 10, 11 and 12 all Oowill l ' I."" 

The physical characterislics of the other major vents made it impossible to ill',lull 

V-notches but it is estimated that they flow at from 2,000 to 5,000 gallons per hour each. 

The total volume of brine being emitted from the known points of emission at Ma~l)'C!'.lill~ 
estimated at about 50,000 gallons per hour, 

(b) Mcasllrcmenl of Gas Flow 

The gas was collected by displacement of brine in a two-foot-square pcrsp,,'\ 1'11\ 

graduated in fractions of a cubic foot. Each vent waS pegged out into two-foot S(ltl~U l"; IIl1d 
~ach square \vhere there was any observable flow of gas was measured a sufficient nlll'l 11 lI"l II1 
times (0 ensure a reasonable average figure (three to fiye times in the case of those sqllal\;" 
where the gas flow was relatively large), each measurement being of the gas evolved dUlilli: 11 
30-millute period. The average rates of emission [or each individual position wcrv illlill 
summed to obtain the total flow from each vent. 

In the case of the deeper boreholes no visible bubbles of gas issued with the brine, \\'hldl 
gushed out under pressure from the top ofihe casing. Gas only appeared when the brilH' IljH 

led through a hose into a large pond and allowed to flow gently away; under these COJldjlhjll~ 
the water in the pond became clouded with inllumerable minute gas bubbles which call;,('d 
sparkling as they escaped from the vluter surface. The gas emission over the whole suri";g·{\ 1 

the pond was determined by a large number of individual measurements wich the per.spn 110\ 

as desl:ribed above, and the figure obtained, plus a correction to compensate fol' the S1I111!! 

amount of gas which may still have escaped after the brine had left the tank, is believed hi 1'(lI~ 
fair estimate of the available gas associated with the boreholc brine flows. 

The gas-flows from the major vents range between 11 and 24 cubic feet per hour :11111 11111 
deeper bore holes yielded about 8 cubic feet per hour, The estimated total flow of g<l'-; IlnHI 
known points of emission at Manycghi is about 130 cubic feet per hour, representing ahlllll ., 
cubic feet of hcliurn. per hour. 

(c) Composition of the Brines 

All known points of brine emission, active and dying, were sampled and the sampks \\'111\! 

analysed in the Geological Survey Laboratories. 

Tlle Manyeghi waters have a composition unlike that of the majority of thermal W;11i111t 

from other arcas. Their characteristic feature is the presence of the three anions ChJOIIt!\!. 

bicarbonate and sulphate, all in considerable amounts. The relative proportions \'dl,Y 

considerably, but a typical average sample would contain chloride, bicarbonate and s,ilplulW 
in the ratio 700:500:350, The pH of the brines varies from 7'5 to 9-5, j,e., slightly aik:tiIlHl" 
The metallic ions consist almost entirely of sodium, with only very small amOl!lli:, Ill' 

potassium, magnesium and calcium, Total dissolved solids make up between 2,OO() :uHI 
3,000 parts per million. 

The other helium-bearing springs in the locality, e.g., Mponde and Takwa, emit Wall.'l:i HI 

a somewhat different composition, where chloride is much more the predominant aniol1 Hlld 

the relative abundance of the subordinate anions is reversed, sulphate being greater Ulill! 
bicarbonate. 
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general composition of the brines from the various vents at Manyeghi is sufficiently 
to indicate that all are supplied from the same system of uprising mineralized waters, 
slight differences in composition are probably a relatively near-surface effect brought 

variations in temperature, pressure and degree of dilution dependent on the 
neability of the feeder channels, and by differences in reactivity of the wall rocks. The 

strongly-fractured, near-surface zone are probably filled with static or slowly
brine which has percolated laterally from the main Channel-ways and cooled off. 

flow of brine may thus be contaminated to a varying extent with cooler, 
brine which could, by virtue of the different physico~chemical conditions, be of 
different composition from the main flow. In this way, differences in tempera-

and composition at the different vents could be produced. 

composition of the brines from the three deeper boreholes differs considerably, 
in the Cl/SO. ratio, although all three draw from fissures not far removed in 

holes obviously tap fissures in the heterogeneous zone of mixing, which 
for the fact that the temperature at this depth (150 feet or less) was not significantly 

than that at surface. A borehole which intersected the main channel-way of uprising 
below this zone of mixing would most probably show much higher temperatures. 

(d) Composition of the Gases 

Analyses of gases from ten different points of emission at Manyeghi are reported below. 
arc given as percentage by volume. 

Vent I He N2 A I H2S CO, iCH41 021 H2 

l' ... ... ... .. . I 5·2 91·6 ~o.s ~1---0.2NilNil 
2' ... ... 5-4 90·0 1-2 0·6 1-8 I 0·4 0'3 0·3 
3' .. ' ... ... . .. 5·1 91·4 1-4 0·2 1·3 0·2 0·4 -
3t ... ... ... .. . 5·5 90·3 1'5 0·2 1·4 - 0·1 0·8 
8t ... ... 5·1 92·2 1·5 Nil 1·0 0·2 Nil 0·02 
9t ... ... ... ... 5'5 92-3 1·5 Nil 0·5 0·2 Nil 0·04 
O.S. lot ... 6-7 89·3 1·6 0'1 1-4 - 0·01 0·7 
O.S. l1t ... ... .. . 6·7 90·2 1·6 0·02 1·2 - 0·01 0·01 
OS. 12t ... ... 5·2 92·1 1-6 Nil 0·9 0·2 Nil 0·03 
0.V.3t ... ... .. . 4-4 93·0 1-6 . Nil 0·8 0·2 Nil 0·02 
0.V.6) ... ... 5-4 92·4 1·5 I Nil 0·6 0·01 Nil 0·1 

*Analyses: December, 1957; Government Chemist, London. 
t Analyses: September, 1958 and January, 1959; Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell. 

It will be seen from the above analyses that the composition of the gas varies very little. 
N~'~~~~~i:a~:I~~w;:ays makes up about 90 per cent. of the gas, helium composes a little over half 
:It- ' and argon and carbon dioxide together contribute about another 3 per cent. 

remaining I per cent. or so is divided up amongst hydrogen sulphide, hydrogen, oxygen 
methane. in differing proportions. 

A close similarity in composition is found in helium~nitrogen natural gases from springs 
other parts of Tanganyika. Where the helium content is higher (up to nearly 18 per cent. 
some cases) the nitrogen content drops proportionally, the content of the otherconstituents 

!llmost always being in the same order as in the Manyeghi gases. In a few gases of this 
type the carbon dioxide content is as much as 3 or 4 per cent. and in such cases the helium 
~ontent is lower in proportion. Argon content seems to show little variation with changing 
helium content. 

Measurements of isotopic ratios in the gases from the hot springs in the Maji Moto area 
nf Musoma District show that the nitrogen possesses a ratio identical,to that of atmospheric 
nItrogen but that the argon has a ratio very different from atmospheric argon. This implies 
lhat the nitrogen in the gas is probably atmospheric but that much of the argon may be 
rudiogenic or original. No such measurements have been made on the Manyeghi gases, 
hut the close similarity in environment and general composition of the gases from the two 
lIteas makes it likely that the same thing is true. 
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,At Manycghi, gas from Vent 3 contained 5-5 per cent. helium and 90-3 per cent. nilro):!'I!, 
whIlst gas from boreholc G,S. 10, from an inflow of brine at about 130 feet below surL!, P, 

contained 6'7 per cenL helium and 89·3 per cent. nitrogen.* It thus seems likely thar 1111' 
nitrogen in the gases is of atmospheric origin and that it decreases in depth, probahlv 111 

the extent that, jf gas could be tapped from great depth (below the point where it is picked 1111 

by the circulating waters) it \vould contain virtually no nitrogen. 

The relative proportions of nitrogen and helium in the gases from different veil (:-; IIlli 

remarkably constant. The most likely explanation of this is that meteoric waters cin:II!.I!!) 
to depth carrying a fixed proportioD of nitrogen and oxygen from dissolved air. Thai p.ll! 
of the water following fissures which extend to the greatest depths meets an uprising mi,\111I1I 
of super-heated magmatic steam, alk.ali halide-s, helium, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulpl!ldll 
and possibly other gases, and returns to surface as heated saline water carrying nil(o)'.1111 
and helium; the oxygen in the circulaling waters w·ill be used up in oxidising hydJ('!',<"11 
sulphide to sulphate and in various reactions with ,,:all-rocks. Variations in the n.;i:tlllll 
proportions of helium and nitrogen will probably be fairly small in the zone of CirCtll:IIIII/1 
grovnd-water, being Gaused merely by dilution of the deepest, helium-carrying waleI' Ill! 1 

less deeply circulating water containin.g ilitrogen only. 

(c) Relalionship Between the Gas and Brine 

The hciiufIl-be<Hinr1 gas typically appears with brine in the spring vents. It is con:-.id\"l('d 
unlikely that significant volumes of gas ;:;;:e being evolved in places of her than the .'TIIIIH 

vents, although a gentle emission of gas over Jarge areas of the swamp could easily be Lt!, IlIll 
place l!lll1oticed. GQS risi~g from a deep source through crystalline rocks mllst tntvd 11/1 
some sort of fissure system, and, in all probability, any fissure system which is capahk Id 
channeIJing Cl flow of gas will, in this an::a of circulating thermal waters, already be ul ili,.<·d 
by a flow of brine. Thus the g~s will normnlly follow the same path as the brine rig!l! lip 
to its point of issue at the spring vents. 

At depths greater than about 50 feet below surface the association of gas and bJ ill(' jll 
thought to be fundan,ental, the gas being transported in solution in the brine. 

The flow of brine from the deeper boreholes (G.S. 10, 11 and 12) contained no vi·,ddll 
bubbles of gas; gas only appeared \".,hen the brine was allowed to come into equi!i!lIlllll1 
with the atmosphere by relatively slow outflow from a reservoir, indicating that the g,IS 1\ II~ 
in solution in the brine under conditions of increased pressure at the points of inflow 1(1 flll\ 

boreho1cs (between 80 and 280 feet below surface) and that the escape of gas in rCS!\('II'111 

to the reduced pressure at surface requires some time to take complete effect. By COIlII:l'd. 

the gas in the spring vents rises from the sand as definite, well-formed bubbles because flu! 
brine, percolating slowly upwards by devious paths in the near-surface zone, has tillHi Id 

adjust itself to the lowered pressure and a separation of gas starts to occur some disl:lIhu 
(probably 50 feet or so) helo,,,, surface. The smaH flows of brine from boreholes G.S. 11, 
14 and 15 entered the holes mainly at dept11s of less than 50 feet and the gas associated wlfl! 
them rose up the holes as definite, small bubbles. 

Measurement of gas and brine flow from Vents 3 and 4 and boreholes G.S. 10 ;lIld 11 
gave a similar figure in all three cases for the volume of gas emitted per unit volume of" I>llIw, 
(about 0'015). These were the first points of emission to be measured accurately and i( \\'jlft 

expected that the same constant gas/brine relationship would be found to apply at the (1(111 11 

main vents. This, however, was not so. In the case of Vent 1 and Vents 7 and }:, IIUl 

gas/brine ratio was almost twice as much, while Vent 9 gave an intermediate li):W1i, 

A probable explanation of these differences is that a part of the main upward no\\' III 
brine from depth may be diverted laterally away from the main channel through side (is.''',I' <'·'1 
especially in the broken, weathered zone very near surface, Gas which bubbles ofl" 11 (1111 

"'At Maji Moto, Musoma District, gas from the natural spring vent contained 13'2 per cent. hc!iUIl! .I111( 
86'3 percent. nitrogen, while gas entering the borehole at not greater than 400 feet below surface cOllLIIIlII,j 
17'5 per cent. he!iLUll and 78'0 per cent. nitrogen. 
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in response to lowered pressure in the near surface zone, being of low density, will 
10 rise vertically and appear in the actual spring vents along with only a part of the 
which had held it in solution, the remainder of the gas-depleted brine flowing away 
I below surface to appear at a lower topographic level out in the swamp. This 

is exemplified by Vent 9, where laterally-diverted gas-poor brine appears in Vents 
ge and 9f out in the swamp, several hundred feet to the west of the main point of 

of gas in Vent 9 itself. 

VII. ROCK ALTERATION AND WEATHERING ASSOCIATED WITH 

THE SPRINGS 

(a) Alteration in Hard Bedrock 

M lcroscopic study of thin sections of Manyeghi rocks indicates that almost all the rocks 
area have suffered some degree of alteration. The degree of alteration is perhaps 
greater in the case of rocks known to be more or less intimately associated with the 

hot brines, although the type of alteration does not seem particularly distinctive. 

The brines, as they appear at surface, have a particularly low KINa ratio (about 1 :100). 
liS seems likely, the alkalis are supplied from a deep magmatic source in which the KINa 

is higher, the paucity of potassium in the brines at surface is probably the result of 
of potassium in thc rocks traversed by the uprising brines. This could be effected 
processes as sericitization of soda-feldspar, though fixation of potash in certain 

minerals is probably more important. 

(b) Green Bentonitic Clay 
A very characteristic feature of the rocks near Vents 3 and 4 is a green clay found in 

in both weathered and undecomposed bedrock. 

The clay is a soft, wax-like material, blue-green when wet, grey-green when dry. On 
J it develops symmetrical shrinkage cracks and finally curls up into flaky crusts. It 

large volume of water to form a thixotropic gel and is certainly one of the 
\J)nlm'>rillorlite group of clays. 

This clay was encountered commonly in the boreholes, both as fragments, up to an inch 
more across, brought up in the water flush and apparently derived from banded or layered 

filling large fissures, and also as adherent coatip.gs, often mixed with sand and rock 
fml;m,nts, in many small joint fissures. especially fairly near the surface. The same green 
ijU,'V o,xurs in fissures in the zone of deeply rotted bedrock to the east of Vents 3 and 4. 

Neither in the drill core nor in the pits does the green clay appear to be confined to any 
I I' rock type and it would seem that the clay has been brought in by circulating waters 

deposited on the walls of the fissures, rather than having been formed in situ by alteration 
Ill' Ihe wall-rocks. 

The origin of the clay is not known with certainty. It is unlikely to have been derived 
from the normal quartz-feldspar migmatite, but may have been formed by the decomposition 
under alkaline conditions of biotite-rich rocks or basic dykes at a depth where the brine is at 
hIgher temperatures than at surface, and carried in suspension in the uprising waters as 
mInute, probably colloidal, particles. 

(c) Rock Weathering at Surface 
The 91 pits dug in the region of the spring vents gave interesting information as to the 

dllpth and nature of weathering in the area. 

Three main types of weathered ground occur;-
(i) Grey or brown, sandy clay without coarse rock fragments. This is redeposited 

material and is characteristic of the fairly shallow pits on the sand flats along the edge of the 
liwamp. 
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CH) Grey, yellow or red, sandy clay. full of more or less rotted f~agments 01 :1"""1(1'11 

rock types. This heterogeneous type of weathered mantle can be consIdered nOrl1l;1I 1"1 !h~ 
area. 

(iii) Completely decayed bed~rock retaining the textural character of the rock (1(1111 \\ Idd, 
it was derived, i.e., a decomposition ill situ. 

This third type of weathered ground, which seems to be more or less confined 11) Ill" dll'~ 
east or Vents 3 and 4, may possibly be produced where the rocks have been \.:Xh'II."dj' 

broken and exposed to processes of hydrothermal alteration, thus rendering them pa rllt I d filii 
Sllscep(ible to deep weathering from the surface. The presence of fissures filled \\ Ifll di~ 
green bCl1L<mitic clay may indicate tha.t the rocks have at some time been affected hy 11,,\\ 'Ill, 
brine. 

Cd) Weathered Rock below the Spring Vents 

The diamond~drming at Vents 3 and 4 provided useful information about the d('plil 111111 
nature of weathering in the immedi8 te area of that group of springs. 

Weathered rock was found down to 50 feet below surface on the north-east side 01 !, 

spring and to 85 fcet on the south-west side. The biotite gneiss is the most easily wc;IIII,.j 
rock type, the migmatitie granite is less so and the coarse~grained pegmatite is Ul\'. 11111.1 

resistant. Thus, in borcJlOles close to the spring, patches of unweathered pegma!ih' 1\lll@ 
found only aboLlt 15 feet from surface, whereas the first appearance of coherC11 1 , fll'~hj 
biotitc gneiss more or less marks the lower limit of weathered rock. 

Further interesting information was provided when a 4~jnch diameter open pipl\ 
driven 18 feet into the bed of Vent 3 by water~jetting. The material brought up "",,·,,·.r'!'ri 
of angular, flat~sided fragments of quartz-feldspar migmatite, often up to a couple or jll<'lu~ 
across, and much green clay. This seems to indicate that the spring vent is underlaill IHIII; 
the surface by a brcccia zone (p?rtly of tectonic origin and partly broken up by in I 

weathering), up through whieh the brine percolates by 8. tortuous path, following Ihlflt~ 
fissures which 2.ro the least clogged with green clay. 

VIII, VARIATIONS IN PHYSICAL CONDITIONS AT THE SPRING VENTS 

Ca) Day-to-Day Variations 

Daily measurements of brine flow, brine temperature, radio~activity, air tempcl;lIl11@ 
(wet and dry) and barometric pressure were made at each of tbe main spring vent.". nl'('1 ~ 
period of about four and a half months. The three deeper boreholes, G.S. 10, 11 alld 1)/ 
all flowed free for about six v·,reeks and daily measurements of brine flow, tempera!lll\~ lUll 

pressure were made on them during this period. 

Brine temperature and rate of How vary from day to day, morc erratically and 0\'('1 11 
wider n'mge in some springs than others. Changes in air temperature, humidily :llul 
barometric pressure appear to have no consistent effect on these variations. 

Erratic cbanges in temperature are presumably due either to a non-constant supplv (If 
hot brine to the vents, or to variations in the relative proportions of cool surface IVillnl 
and deeper hot brine. It is significant that the most erratic figures were obtained in th~~ 1IIIlIII 

fcebly active vents, where the channel wE,YS arc obviously thoroughly choked und hill-l)' 
to favour an inconstant rate of supply of brifle. It might be expected that vents dl~~,(-Iy 
adjacent on the ground, such as 3 and 4; 5a and 5b; 6 and 6a, would show similar 11'o\'~ 
ancl falls of temperature, but this was found not to be so. 

Changes in the rate of flow of brine occurred in the main vents at about the same 1 ilIU'1 
.although the smaller fluctuations may be merely the result of observational error in n.':;llIlllf!l 
the V~notch. A main period of erratic changes in flow affected all the vents during MJ)' HIlt 

-early June. 
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I'here appears to be no seasonal change in the rate offiow from the springs. Apart from 
I fluctuations, the V-notch readings remained the same throughout the dry season of 

continued thus through the rainy season months of January and February 1959. 
of ground-water supplying the springs would appear to be a very large one and is 

subject to considerable recirculation. 

(b) Diurnal Variations 

lho data discussed below were obtained during a 48-hour session at Vents 3 and 4. 
J were made every 30 minutes of gas flow, brine flow, brine temperature, 

lilIlHlC:ti"ity, air temperature (wet and dry) and barometric pressure. 

The figures for the rate of flow of gas were obtained with the gas box kept in a constant 
Ion over an area of active gas emission in Vent 3. Variations in the gas flow in this 
Ilo:;iti'on can probably be taken as a fair indication of the shape and magnitude of 

! I j in the total gas emission from the spring. The flow varied continuously between 
IIIlO 3J: cubic feet per bour with no particular period of high or low readings. 

The temperature of the brine in Vent 3 showed extremes of 94 and 98 degrees F. There 
continuous fluctuations of a degree or so and certain periods of altered average 

IIp"ratl"re could be distinguisbed. In general, brine temperatures seemed to be slightly 
during the day than at night. 

Brine temperature in Vent 4 ranged between 90 and 96 degrees F., but most of the time 
very constant at 92 degrees F. A sudden anomalous rise of 4 degrees during the period 

p.m. to 4.00 p.m. on the second day seems to be real as it occurred also at Vent 3 
the temperature of the outlet stream. It presumably indicates a period of inflow 

brine, though it should be noted that no increase in the rates of flow of gas or brine 
to occur with it. 

The fact that both Vents 3 and 4 showed this sudden increase in temperature seems to 
a close connection between them. They are less than 100 feet apart at the surface 
brine emitted from them is at quite different average temperatures (97 and 92 degrees 

j this is thought to· indicate that, at depth, the two vents draw from the same uprising 
of brine but that, nearer surface, the channels divide and one branch suffers greater 

than the other, either through following a less direct path or through greater 
Illll1ixillre with cold, near-surface waters. 

The rate of flow of brine remained quite constant throughout the 48-hour period of 

Changes in air temperature, humidity and barometric pressure seemed to have no definite 
on the behaviour of the springs. 

IX. GENESiS OF THE GAS AND BRINE 

In the following paragraphs certain suggestions are made as to the fundamental aspects 
the supply of gas and hot brine to the springs. Some of these ideas are well supported 
the. evidence obtained in the investigations, while others are suggested merely as likely 

(a) Location and Mechanism of the Springs 

Manyeghi Springs are located on a zone offraeturing (probably an antithetic fault system) 
to the east of a major rift fault. Spring vents occur at various points in this zone over a 

length of more than a mile and a half. 

There seems little doubt that the zone of presumed antithetic faulting provides the main 
locus of uprising thermal waters. The actual spring vents may be located at points of 
IlKccssive fracturing in this zone, perhaps at points of intersection with other zones of 
weakness, their positions in detail probably being influenced by local variations in 
permeability in the surface material. 
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The localization of the springs within a small section of the antithetic f:uJif '''Ill; 
is considered to be an indication of the existence in the Manyeghi area of espcci:lIl\ 1\1,1! 

developed and deeply-extending fissure systems which make connection with a source pi 111"dl 
and magmatic emanations at depth. 

Gherardi (1958) has explained the occurrence of the springs on the antithetic 1;!IJif ;"1111 

rather than at the base of the main rift scarp by the fact that the main rift fault is now.1 i"11t! 

of compression and will consist mainI y of tight fractures, \vhercas the antithetic faul f /1 HII' I~ 
a region of tension and, hence, of open fissures and brccciation, which provides a COII\ l'llldll 
channel-way for the passage of large flows of water. 

(b) Source of the Spring Water 

The large volume of water emitted from the springs and its comparatively low tcnqh'I,llllIlj 
and concentration of dissolved solids are indications that the water is mainly or Illdl',llhi 
origin. 

The springs are thought to be of artesian type, the main source of the circulatin,!', 11'<11(11, 

being precipitation on the high ground of the main rift scarp and further to the wesL \\-llllli 
percolates downward tl1rough fissured ground associated with the rift faulting and ", ill'Id 
introduced into fissures below tbe clays in the floor of the rift wJJcy through alluvi;ill.lll'l 
the base of the scarp, The ground-water moves through tile joints and fissures hd ,n- I , 
impermeable clays, partly penetrating to considerable depths, and, on entering !hl' 
permeable, antithetic fault zone, riscs through open fissures to find outlet at the :'111 III 

It emerges under <l hydrostatic head resulting from the difference in height betwecn (Ill' 

table in the fault scarp area and the ground at the springs, The effect of heat and ;Idl 
of gas to the circulating water at depth may also aid in causing it to issue under pi 

A very small proportion of the spring water is probably derived 
emanations by the condensation of superheated steam. 

(c) Source of Heat 

The heat supplied to the Manycghi hot springs is considered most likely to be of HIli ,11 

(magmatic) origin. 

Some of the reasons for this supposition are as follows: 

(a) Recent volcanic rocks appear at the surface not vcry far away (at Hanang, ()'\ lllii 
to the north-cast) and in the same rift-faulting association. Hot springs, some ofwlli, II j 

helium-bearing gas, occur in probable genetic association with such recent VOk:llli, 11\' 

a number ofpJaccs, e.g., Gola!, Lake Balangida (lames, 1953). 

(b) A high-temperature volatile phase given off from a body of magma, besicks I "'iIlU 

likely source of heat, constilutes at the same time a convenient explanation of lilt' 
of the dissolved material in the hot waters. 

(c) The presence of a plug of magma pushing its way upwards along the deep C\ I ,I 
of the rift fault below the general area of Manyeghi provides a partial explanatioll ,1/ j 

localization of (he springs in that area. 

(d) Source of the Dissolved Salts 

High-density magmatic steam carrying alkali halides in solution, along Willl \ ,1111 
dioxide, hydrogen sulphide and other minor constituents, is considered by White (I'l"" 
be the original material which gives rise, by mixing with circulating meteoric W:I kl 

undergoing various pressure and temperature changes and reactions with wall-rod_,>, III 11 
various types of warm mineral waters found in hot springs of volcanic origin. 

At Manyeghi such uprising high-temperature magmatic emanations probably Iir~,1 <'11 

into contact with deeply circulating ground-water somewhere near the junctioll (d 
antithetic and main rift-fault systems (at a depth estimated to be in the order of S,O{)O I 
below surface). The ground-water becomes heated and charged with dissolved md 
and rises through the open fissures of the antithetic fault system to emerge at the sprir!!: '/ 
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The waters described by White often contain relatively high proportions of silica, boron 
.'-IHld lithium, and he considers that these constitute criteria for the volcanic origin of the 

t In the Manyeghi waters these constituents are all very scarce and the K/Na ratio is 
'1~~1~~?~~~:!~ low, but this may well be due to the special character of the source magma. 
-'I rocks of the Central Rift Valley are essentially an under-saturated, soda-rich, 

/lline group (phonolites, nephelinites and, exceptionally, carbonatites) which would be 
pccted to give off a silica-poor volatile phase. Insufficient analytical data are available 
Nay what sort of boron and lithium content would be expected in emanations from such 

Illagma, but a fairly low KINa ratio might be expected. 

(e) Source of the Helium-Bearing Gas 

It has been suggested in an earlier section of this report that the essential no~-reactive 
."t1llStitu,mts of the gas at great depth may be helium and argon only, and that the nitrogen 

makes up the bulk of the gas at surface is atmospheric nitrogen from air dissolved in 
circulating meteoric waters. 

The helium and argon are most probably original trace constituents of the high-pressure, 
h~\:,I~~~~~~P~~';\:~;lemagmatic emanations. The main gaseous constituents of the emanations, 
n carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide, will dissolve in the cold ground-water and 

to various chemical reactions, whilst the superheated steam will condense and 
part of the uprising stream of heated ground-water. The inert gases helium and 

alone will remain unchanged. 

Helium is known in volcanic (fumarole) gases from various parts of the world, but 
occurs only in small proportions, seldom exceeding 0·01 per cent. of the dry 

fOllstit.uents. 

The quantity of helium being emitted in the gas from the Manyeghi spring vents appears to 
large, but a simple calculation will show that it is by no means exceptional. The total 

of brine being emitted at Manyeghi is roughly 50,000 gallons per hour, containing 
SO, and 500 p.p.m. HC03· If these constituents are considered to be 

from H2S and C02 in the magmatic emanations, then it can be calcul:::ted that 
ofH,S and CO, being supplied per hour (ignoring any recirculation) is more 

1 grams. The total flow of helium from the springs is not more than 7 cubic feet 
hour, or about 35 grams; thus helium can have composed only about 0·0035 per cent. 

the dry gases in the magmatic emanaticns. 

Normally gaseous emanations from depth, he1ium~bcaring or otherwise, become 
Ilssi'p.,ted on their journey upwards and the unreactive constituents are lost unnoticed from 

of the earth's surface. The unusual feature at Manyeghi is not that an excessive 
1 of helium is contained in the source gases, but the fortuitous way in which the helium 

( entered a system of circulating waters and been transported upwards to a localized point 
issue at surface. 

Many volcanic gases contain virtually no helium and it is probably the nature of the source 
which determines whether or not helium is present. Helium is the end-product of 

. processes of radio-active decay taking place throughout the earth's crust and is 
given off into the atmosphere in very small quantities. Magmatic 
enriched in helium may well be derived, therefore, from magmas which 

rich' radio~active constituents. The Central Rift Valley volcanic province 
radio-activity, present in primary form in carbonatite bodies and 

pyroclastics, and in a number of secondary or unexplained fonns such as 
phosphate rocks, strontianite, etc. Thus the idea that Manyeghi is under

sub~outcropping magma unusually rich in radio-active constituents is not entirely 
Wil:hout foundation. 
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X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

It is estimated that the total amount of helium being given off naturally from till' "I'II!lU 
vents at Manyeghi is about 7 cubic feet per hour, or almost 68,000 cubic feet per yl':u Ilw 
helium is believed to be transported from depth in solution in the spring waters ;llld 11 I~ 
unlikely that significant quantities of helium are being given off anywhere other than 1"1' >Ill IIH! 

spring vents. 

By building simple collecting domes over the seven main vents a continuous genlle 11, '11 III 
helium-bearing gas containing about 5 cubic feet of helium per hour could be obtaill~"' I. 1\ 1111 
100 per cent. separation this would yield 43,000 cubic feet of helium per yea I"" \\ li,ql 
installation and running costs of an extraction plant and the cost of tra11s1'orl;lIl(l1I Ill' 
cylinders of helium to U.K. arc considered, this natural output is clearly quite UIlCC,lIl"iIlIF 

It is estimated that the flow would have to be increased at least one hundredfold to rH:!!," tlU! 

prospect anything like an economic proposition. 

In view of the apparent absence of any reservoir structure, the rate at which 11~'IIlIl\1 I. 
being given off from the spring vents must be the same rate at which helium is being slll'11!i!lti 
to the system from its deep magmatic source. It is thus highly unlikely that there j', I 

way of artificially increasing the output of helium, and almost certain that this C:!!lll'oi I 
done by near-surface work. The shallow drill~holes produced a small amount or iwl 
but only as much as was contained in solution in the brine which flowed from tlh"111 

more than a relatively small number of such holes were drilled to tap the brine supply I ( I 

the springs, the flow from the springs themselves must begin to fall off and the toLd . 
of helium would not be increased significantly above the present figure. 

The possibilities suggested for the source of heat and gases in the springs alHI 
mechanism by which they reach the surface are largely hypothetical. The only"" 1I 
way in which these ideas can be confirmed or disproved is to drill a large-diamckr, I 

borehole into a zone several thousand feet below surface, where conditions of templ'loll! I 
pressure and chemical state can be expected to be markedly different from surface. 

It has been suggested that the rate of supply of helium from the source is slowed 
by the back-pressure resulting from the path of escape of the gas being, not a simpk 11 I 

channel, but a system of narrow, imperfectly connected fissures which permit only a lill I 
rate of flow of fluids. If the main stream of uprising emanations could be intcrsccl 
a large~dial11eter borehole, the free path so provided would remove the restraint whidl 11 
previously been operating on the system and might cause an accelerated evoluli!lll 
magmatic emanations; thus, although the necessary borehole would be very expcnsi vc 
the chances are, in fact, against it paying for itself in terms of helium it would enlai I 

provide invaluable information as to the mechanism of M"anyeghi and other ho! :;)1111 
systems; moreover, until such a hole is drilled, Manyeghi can never be definitely wrillcll 1 

as a potential source of helium. 
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GEOPHYSICS 
16. GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT MANYEGHI HOT SPRINGS 

By A. J. KING. Geologist-Geophysicist 

ABSTRACT 

A short account is given of the preliminary geophysical surveys carried out at Manyeghi in 

1
~!~;:~sDistrict. The objective was to investigate the possibility of using geophysical 

to obtain information regarding the structural control locating the helium~bearing 
No directly useful information was forthcoming and the causes of the failure of the 

U,vestigati,on. which lie in the abnormal nature of the superficial deposits, are discussed. 

It is concluded that the problem is not susceptible of geophysical treatment by any means 
that reliance must be placed on exploratory drilling. 

1. INTRODUCfION 

Since the first description of the helium-bearing springs at Manyeghi by T. C. James in 

l~tr~~~~~;~~n1957, more detailed examination by J. F. Harris has shown that little useful 
, regarding the mode of occurrence can be obtained from the surface geology. It 

that geophysical investigation might produce some indication of the structures 
I .. h·nli;no the location of the springs and to this end a preliminary survey was carried out by 

April and May; 1958. 

In his initial assessment of the problem, the writer considered that it is not one that would 
itself to satisfactory treatment by geophysical methods in view of the close proximity of 

ill susrlected structural feature to the swamp and the probable saline condition of the surface 
proved to be the case and the operations were abandoned after the 

rolirninary programme had been completed. 

11. THE PROBLEM 

At Manyeghi the active brine and gas vents are distributed along the eastern margin of a 
over a distance of about 6.000 feet. They occupy a belt about 500 feet wide, running 

20 degrees west of north, in which some dozen major and numerous minor 
are located. A number of extinct vents and weak seepages lie beyond the 
end of the swamp but none are known at its southern end. A general plan 

the area (based on the topographic survey by J. F. Hanis) and of the lay-out 
'. apAnlhv<ic" I operations, accompanies this report. 

extent of the swamp and the isolated extinct vents arc marked by "ndagu" reeds which 
of this type of sprrng. Natural areas of open water are not common (the ponds 

lrrcmr,dir" Vents Nos. 1 and 2, 3 and 4 and 7 and 8 are artificial) but, in general, the reeds 
thin, watery mud over most of the swamp. Although most of the major points 

fen1iS!;iOJrr'hav( been located it is evident that seep ages and gas~vents are distributed over the 
length of the swamp at least on its eastern margin. 

, Local patches of sand border the swamp and where these have narrow selvedges of sand 
short grass they are separated from the normal, coarse grass by a distinct erosion line. 
belt of coarse grass varies from 200 feet to 1,000 feet in width and extends to the limit of 
bush which, where natural, marks a slight increase in slope. 

" Outcrops are few and consist of a number of varieties of granite and granitiC gneiss,. 
from fine-grained to porphyroblastic, with numerous aplitic and pegmatitic veins. 

outCrt)r of relatively undisturbed, although strongly veined, granitic gneiss occurs right on. 
swamp (400 feet north-west of Location Beacon B). 
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The quasi-linear distribution of the known vents certainly suggests that they rise :!I"11!l4 

dislocation. It is reasonable to suppose that the dislocation, if it exists, would take < illl" I1I 
three forms:-

(a) a narrow fracture zone following the main trend of vents, the departures Ir<llll fi 
linear form being caused by transverse faults, 

(b) a similar narrow feature, departure from linearity being due to selective S(lllillll!l 
along (probably basic) bands in the bedrock, or, 

(c) a broad, virtually linear belt of shattering, more or less embracing all themalll\ •. III~ 

The main problem at l\1anyeghi is, therefore, firstly to prove the existence of ;1 1111I)Hi 

dislocation and then to determine its nature and attitude and that of any transverse 1\·;l!lIh" 
displacing it. Only when this information is available would it be possible to site prodllo I hili 
boreholes with any reasonable chance of obtaining an economic gas yield. 

The amount of gas delivered at the observable vents is well below that reqlJiJrd IHf 
economic development. The widespread occurrence of gas trapped in the reeds, h(IW1'1(1!i 

suggests that only a portion of the total supply can be measured. The best CII;1l11 (' tit 
obtaining an economic quantity of gas is to tap the total flow where, and if, it is l(h':d!fli4 
at depth. It may be assumed that the main supply would rise along a major 
if such exists, and would be preferentially located near transverse features. 
knowledge of these structures would, therefore, greatly reduce, but not entirely l'liullll 
the degree of uncertainty with which the course could be predicted. The depth froll) 11 
a concentrated flow rnight be expected has been variously estimated at anything [Will I, 
to 10,000 feet; the need for accurate information regarding the controlling structure \\"dll 
be appreciated. 

There are three possible ways of obtaining this data: from the surface geolo:;y. I11 

geophysical evidence and from exploratory drilling. There is no direct geological nit I 

for the existence of a major dislocation and, as will be shown in the succeeding ScdiwJlI 
this paper, geophysical methods are inapplicable, so that reliance had finally to IX' Ill,!! 
on exploratory drilling. 

Ill. THE GEOPHYSICAL ApPROACH 

The three possible forms which the controlling structure could take require in Vl'.\! i!, . .l ! 
by different geophysical tec1miques;--

(a) Narrow fracture, transverse faults:-
Electromagnetic, (?) P.D.R.* and (?) ResistivilY profiling; 

(b) Narrow fracture, basic bands:~ 
Electromagnetic, (?) P.D.R. and Magnetic; 

(c) Wide fracture:---
Resistivity profiling and P.D.R. 

The detection and investigation of vertical or near-vertical features is a recurrent 11 
particularly dift1cult geophysical problem. Where the feature is wide compared \1"1111 

depth of burial (case (c) above) it can usually be considered as a pair of opposiI11', \ '·1 . 

interfaces and where there is a sufficient physical contract between the feature and tilt' I·, 'Ill 11 
rock, it can usually be treated satisfactorily. Where, as is the case with most fmCl I I!!"'" 
feature is relatively narrow, even an extreme physical contrast is difficult to detecl. 

Two techniques have, however, proved of value in dealing with narrow feaI lH't·", wlrl 
possess a fairly strong resist.ivity contrast with respect t? the country rock. Enslill (Ill 

describes a method embodymg measurement of the honzontal component of the 111011',11 

field set up by an alternating current applied to t1H~ ground through a point electrode ,'01111 

*Potential-drop Ratio method in one or other of its forllls. 
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near the feature, the return earth being at a considerable distance. When observations are 
made on concentric circles about the electrode, the undisturbed magnetic field would be 
uniform. A low-resistivity zone lying within the excited area causes a concentration of 
current flow in the zone and this is revealed by peaks in the field profile, 

Measurements of the distortion of the potential distribution due to a point electrode 
"long a line perpendicular to the suspected feature have been shown by Sumi (1956) to be 
susceptible of accurate quantitative treatment. Reliable determinations of the dip, depth 
la top and vertical extent have been made on very narrow features by this method, but only 
under ideal conditions. 

The use of magnetic surveys to delineate lithological variations which might control the 
location of springs needs no amplification here except to note that if narrow bands are to be 
resolved, the magnetic susceptibility of the "normaf' bedrock must be uniform. 

It was decided that the Enslin teChnique should be used in the preliminary examination 
of the Manyeghi area to determine whether a narrow fracture zone is present. If positive 
results were obtained, Sumi's method would then be applied in order to obtain, if possible, 
more precise information about the nature of the structure. If the Enslin technique did 
not indicate a narrow zone, resistivity and P.D.R. profiles were to be observed in an attempt 
to locate at least one margin of the wide shattered belt, should this be the appropriate 
structure. Only if the presence of a major dislocation were established was the possibility 
of transverse features to be investigated, the method to be used being determined by the 
earlier results. 

The chief difficulty in geophysical operations at Manyeghi is the lack of adequate working 
space. The distribution of the observable vents suggests that the controlling structure 
lies very close to the edge of the swamp over much of its length and it is thus difficult to 
make observations on both sides of the inferred structure. Furthermore, since all the main 
geophysical methods appropriate to the problem involve the measurement of electrical 
properties, interference was expected from the saline nature of the superficial deposits. 

As the initial approach at Manyeghi, it was decided to attempt to trace a conducting 
zone between two of the main vents. For this purpose, a section between Vents Nos. 5b 
and 6a, where a small embayment in the swamp affords some space on the western side of the 
line joining the vents, was chosen. This was termed the Manyeghi South area. Should 
the investigation here fail for any of the reasons stated above, a second area, Manyeghi 
North, was chosen lying beyond the northern extremity of the swamp between Vents Nos. 1 
and 2 and the extinct vents further north-west. Here more working space is available and 
the effect of saline ground conditions might be less. Investigation here, of course, only 
concerned possible extensions of the controlling structure but there is no reason to suppose 
that it is truncated at the northern end of the swamp. 

IV. GEOPHYSICAL REsULTS, MANYEGHI SOUTH 

It will be seen in the accompanying plan that it was possible to complete only one fuIl 
circle of electromagnetic observations (r = 200 feet on S. 1). On the partial circles, which 
were observed first, it was found that the HT-curve'" descends from each end of the arc 
observed to form a broad minimum about a point roughly opposite the line joining the 
centre to the distant earth. On the complete circle and on those at Manyeghi North, this 
was confirmed when it was seen that two broad minima occurred, separated by peaks at 
the overlapped portions of the curve. That this was not a statistical effect was proved by 
l:ecomputation on several bases and the form of the curve was shown to be unrelated to the 
actual position of the return cable. A posteriori, therefore, this effect muse in some way, 
be due to the change in current distribution when the position of the distant earth is moved. 
In other words, the current flow outward from the centre electrode, instead of being radial, 
is almost entirely concentrated in a path directly back to the distant earth. This might 

*This is Enslin's term for the profile round the circle of relative values of the horizontal component 
of the tangential magnetic field. 
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happen if the two electrodes were connected by an extremely good conductor which d!lo'l 
not extend beyond the centre, In this case, however, one peak would be present when 11111 
second distant earth were used. If the conductor extends beyond the centre two pc;d," 
would be present because, even though much of the current would return along the di['{'( ( 
path, some would be concentrated in the portion of the conductor remote from the dis(;ul( 
earth. In this case the broad minima would be present but would have peaks imposed IlII 

them in the appropriate positions, 

The observed field distribution would, however, be produced if the immediate surf;l\'!' 
material were of extremely low resistivity compared with the deeper rock. Current l1o\\, 

from the centre electrode would then be radial only for a distance roughly equal to (hll 

thickness of the surface layer and would then be sharply distorted back towards the dis(;l!!! 
earth in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions. This tendency would, of COlW,I', 
be accentuated by the "skin effect" which would be appreciable at 1000 c.p.s. in condi(ioll'l 
of low surface resistivity. The electromagnetic field distribution under such condi(i!lll~1 
would be independent of any less extreme, deeper resistivity changes and a narrow condUClill)', 
zone would probably remam undetected. 

The remaining work at Manyeghi South was performed with a view to obtaillillJ!, 
corroborative evidence for the above conclusion and to determine whether any of the ollwl 
available methods were applicable. 

A series of resistivity profiles at constant electrode separation of 25 feet were observed 01 ( 

an angle of about 50 degrees to the suspected line of fracturing. All these showed a 111arl,('d 
decrease in resistivity from north~east to south-west, values at the north~east end hrill)', 
between 2,000 and 5,000 ohm~cm. dropping to less than 500 ohm~cm. near the swamp. TIll' 
greatest range was found on Line P~6 where the resistivity dropped from more than 5,()(){) 

to less than 200 ohm~cm. 

The contact between high and low resistivity zones is not clearly defined, the dccrl'~L~!\ 
taking place in a series of steps. Particular events in each profile could, however~ be corn·lll· 
ted and their traces in plan are irregular and roughly follow the contour lines. Onc line W;\', 

re~observed at a separation of 50 feet, producing a profile not substantially different frolll 11111 

shallower observations, Values were somewhat higher than those for 25 feet at the Jlor'!11 
eastern end but only slightly higher nearer the swamp. This indicates that the 110rl11al 
working rule of penetration equals separation is probably not followed and that the resis(ivi!y 
decrease marks the increase in salinity of the superficial deposits. It should be noted (ilill 
values of 200 ohms~cm. arc extremely low and almost certainly result from saturation or Ila' 
deposits by highly saline solutions. 

It is probable that the resistivity decrease also indicates a bevel in the bedrock SUrl:I('(I 
which mayor may not have a structural significance, It is obvious~ however~ from its [orJll II! 
plan and in the variations of resistivity in profile~ that it has been modified by weathering. 

Potential~drop Ratio profiles over the same series of traverses using point electrodes a( 1':111 
and Es were observed. Anomalies of the type associated with vertical interfaces were located 
on all the profiles, but these were found to coincide closely with the positions of the m;!ill 
resistivity contrast. It was thus demonstrated that the potential distribution is entirely 
controlled by the disposition of surface resistivities. 

Resistivity depth~probes were observed to 100 fcct at the positions shown on the pl;!!1. 
Conditions are such, however, that interpretation in terms of depths is only approxim!II' 
Nos, 1 and 2, which are probably on "normal" ground, show that weathered bedrol'~ 1'1 
within about 10 feet of the surface. Nos. 3 and 4 are situated at intermediate positiolls Ill! 
the resistivity profiles and both show an interface, at between 25 and 30 feet, which probahlv 
marks the base of a zone of mixed wea.thered rock and saline deposits. All four cirplll 
probes show a fairly sharp interface between 75 and 80 feet which is interpreted as being 11111 

top of partially unwcathered bedrock. 
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An attempt was made to observe a depth-probe on the sand-fiats near the swamp, but low 
contact resistanees and high natural potentials precluded accurate measurements, The 
results obtained suggest that at a separation of 100 feet the resistivity is still less than 400 
ohm-cm. Under such conditions, however, penetration must have been very much less than 
100 feet even though direct current was used to avoid "skin effect". 

Magnetic observations were made over four of the resistivity traverse lines and the central 
I!ne, The variation of intensity is small (maximum range about 100 gamma) and so distribu
ted as to indicate that it arises from the slight differences of depth to bedrock. The 
IUlOmalies, however, are too small to be of diagnostic value in locating accurately the position 
or the bedrock beveL No magnetic indication of the presence of basic rocks in the bedrock 
was seen. 

V, GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS MANYEGHI NORTH 
In view of the disappointing results obtained at the southern area, attention was turned 

to the section north of the swamp where there is more working space and where, it was hoped, 
ground conditions might be less saline, Here it was possible to layout complete circles 
for the electromagnetic survey, but the profiles obtained were identical to those at Manyeghi 
South. The complete HT-curves available made it possible to study the statistical aspects 
of the results exhaustively and the conclusions reached at Manyeghi South were confirmed. 

The HT-curves indicate that, notwithstanding the apparently drier ground conditions, 
the surface layers possess as Iowa resistivity as those to the south, Three resistivity profiles 
were measured to confirm this, an electrode separation of 50 feet being used since a greater 
thickness of superficial deposits might be expected. Except at the eastern end of Line 
R~l, all the values measured lay below 400 ohm~cm. and, at one point on Line R-3, even 
dropped below 200 ohm-cm. The profiles are uniform and show nothing that could be 
construed as being due to a fractured zone, 

The three depth-probes measured at Manyeghi North are interesting in tbat they are all 
substantially different despite their close proximity to each other. D,P. No. 6 is more or 
less normal, the apparent resistivity at a = 10 feet being 225 ohm-cm" dropping slightly as 
the water table is reached at about 17 feet and then rising steadily to a value of 485 ohm-cm. 
ut a = 100 feet. Interfaces were detected at 34 feet (base of surface deposits) and 72 and 90 
feet (transitions to unweathered bedrock), The surface values at D,P. No. 7 were extremely 
high, 1,325 ohm-cm. being recorded at a = 10 feet, dropping rapidly to below 300 ohm-em. 
ut the water-table which is at about 22 feet. In the saturated ground the resistivity -rises 
only slightly to 325 ohm-cm. at 100 feet, a weak interface at 90 feet showing transition to 
bedrock. Surface values are again high inD.P. No. 8, 1,530 obm-cm. being recorded at a = 
10 feet. These higb values decrease slowly with depth indicating a poorly defined water 
table, the main change occurring at 34 feet. Between 50 and 80 feet the apparent resistivity 
is about 300 ohm-cm., but at 82 feet there is a sharp discontinuity and a sudden rise to just 
over 400 ohm-cm, 

The conclusion drawn from these depth-probes is that, although conditions in the northern 
Urea are variable, in general a dry crust overlies ground which is saturated with saline waters 
to considerable depth. Superficial depOSits are probably of the order of 25 feet thick and 
are underlain by a considerable thickness of eluvial material and decomposed bedrock. 
The deep interfaces detected in the depth-probes probably only represent stages in the 
transition to unweathered bedrock which probably lies at a greater depth than 100 feet . 

The variations in magnetic field, which were observed along the three traverses, are 
even smaller than at Manyeghi South, the maximum range being only 70 gamma. There is 
no indication in the magnetic profiles of any deepening of bedrock in the suspected position 
of the fracture zone, nor any sign of important lithological variations, 

The investigation at Manyeghi North served only to confirm the conclusions reached 
at the southern area and to suggest that the springs may have migrated southward leaving 
behind a few extinct or dying vents. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The preliminary geophysical work at Manyeghi has shown conclusively that the probk," 
is not one that can be resolved by such methods. The reason for this is to be found in (111l 

abnormally low surface resistivities which prevent any effective penetration of either direct (11 

alternating current. Unfortunately the nature of the problem is such that all the appropri;I(I' 
geophysical methods involve electrical parameter. 

The geophysical work has led to a few conclusions which may be of value. It has hrI'll 

shown, in the southern part of the area at any rate, that the surface of bedrock forms a bt:wl 
close to the swamp where the superficial cover increases in thickness from a few feet to abutll 
25 or 30 feet. The results in the northern part suggest that the depth to weathered bedrock. 
even under the main portion of the swamp, may not exceed this figure significantly. TIlI'1 
is in conformity with experience at similar swamps at Maji Moto in Musoma District ;tlld 

others in North Mara District*. 

It seems probable that the swamp has migrated southwards to some extent; a conclu~i()!I 
which is in agreement with the observed distribution of old vents. 

The fact that the geophysical surveys have failed to reveal any indication of a rnajol 
structure controlling the location of the springs cannot be inferred to mean that no SIit'll 

structure exists. The quasi· linear distribution of foci of emission strongly suggests that (111 1 

gas and brine reach the surface along a planar feature. probably a major fracture zone whil'll 
it has not been possible to detect geophysically. The magnetic results, however, have n(lr 
revealed any major transcurrent basic bands or dykes such as would locate vents preferentially 
along the trace of the major structure. In fact, the writer is of the opinion that there is flU 

need to suppose that there is any such lateral control. It is believed that the gas and brill11 
may rise at random anywhere along the whole length of that part of the structure at pres{' 11 I 
covered by swamp and that the detailed distribution of vents at the surface is determined I IV 
local conditions in the superficial deposits. 

VII. REFERENCES 

ENSLlN. J. F. 1955. A new electro·magnetic field technique. Geophysics, Vo!. 20, No. 2, pp. 318-.1,1.! 
SUMI, F. 1956. Geo-electric exploration of inclined thin beds and ore veins. Geophysical Prosp('cl/lIl!, 

Vol. 4, No. 2, pp. 194·204. 

*Descriptions of these occurrences are contained in unpublished reports by T. C. James, the pn.'.~l'lll 
writer and members of the staff of the Dodoma office of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Autholil), 
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I that the problelll 
LIMESTONE ANALYSES DONE IN 1958 I' 

to be found in th. 
il 

of either direct or Composition 
I1 

all the approprial0 Locality Sample Loss Type and G.S.D. 
11 No. Acid on Age File 

insol~ RZ03 CaO MgO igni~ Total No. il 
alue. It has been uble tion ;; 

rock forms a bevel 
q' , • 

1 few feet to about ! Msanga 
% % % % 

% I % :1 
'eathered bedrock 

18·6 1·0 39-3 4·t 35~4 98'5 Superficial: X/6076 d 

ignificantly. Thi; i 
Neogenc :1 

soma District and Ruvu Syncline AW.170 17·1 0·4 26·3 17-3 38-4 99'5 Crystalline: 
Usagaran X/6182 

AW.171 57·7 0·5 14·2 7·1 18·2 97-7 X/6176 

:tent; a conclusion AW.l72 36'1 0·4 21'1 12·6 29'4 99·6 X/6182 
AW.173 2-8 0·4 31·1 18·3 45·t 97-7 X/6176 
AW.174 18'9 Qo7 26·5 16·6 37·1 99·8 X/6182 

cation of a majO!' 
AW.175 40-6 0·2 19·6 12·1 27-1 9906 X/6182 
AW.176 4·9 Qo2 28·8 19,4 44·8 98·1 X/6176 

nean that no such AW.l77 16'5 0·6 2506 17·0 39·0 98·7 X/6176 

Y suggests that [h. AW.178 12'1 0·3 28·5 17·8 40·5 99·2 . X/6182 

'acture zone which AW.179 19'7 0·6 25·1 16·1 37·0 986 X/6176 

however, have not AW.180 4·9 0·2 30·6 [9·9 44·3 99·9 X/6182 
AW.18t 4·6 0·3 29-4 19'2 4408 98·3 X/6176 

vents preferentially AW.182 0·3 0·2 30·6 20·0 46·9 98-0 X/6176 

on that there is 110 AW.183 0·4 0·3 30·4 20·0 47'2 98·3 X/6176 

: the gas and brill,) AW.184 1-6 0·3 3[,4 [9·7 46·0 99·0 X/6182 

tr~cture at present 
AW,185 1409 0·4 26·9 17·1 39·8 99·1 X/6182 

AW.186 N 0'4 I 29·2 [8·7 45·0 100·5 X/6182 
;e IS determined by AW.187 6·8 0·3 27·6 20·1 44-0 98·8 X/6[82 

AW.188 2·0 0·3 29-4 20-9 46·8 99-4 X/6182 
AW.189 14·7 0·7 25-3 IH 39·[ 97-4 X/6176 

AW.190 0·6 0·3 30·7 20-4 45·9 97·9 X/6182 
AW.191 3·3 0·6 30·7 18·6 44'3 9H X/6[76 

AW.I92 16·0 0'4 26·6 18·7 36·8 98·5 X/6182 

, No. 2, pp. 318~3J,1. AW.193 5·9 0·3 30·4 18·7 44·0 99·3 X/6176 

'Jplzysicai Prospect/Ill{, 
WamiRiver, J.25 4·6 0·7 31'2 20·2 42-2 98·9 Crystalline: 

Bagamoyo. Ubendian X/6241 

J.53 z.s 0·6 30'7 19·5 46·0 9% 
C. James, the present J.54(1) 34'5 1'2 19·3 20·2 23·6 98·8 
lie Energy Authorily. J.54(2) 36'3 0'9 15·7 21·3 25-4 99·6 

J.54(3) 16'9 0'7 3t·4 t5·2 34·8 99·0 
J.55 33·7 0·8 16·6 24'1 24-2 99-4 
J.58 21-6 2-7 24'5 2Jo1 29'7 9% 
J.59 2-9 0·8 44-6 7-8 43-6 99'7 
J.60 0·6 Qo2 19·8 29'1 48-4 98'1 
J.61 1408 0'7 30·5 18'7 3408 99'5 
J.76 7-3 1'0 27-8 18'5 43'5 98'1 
J.77 19·8 1'3 26·4 14·2 37·5 99'2 
J.78 15·5 1'7 33·3 10·5 37-5 98·5 

Kihumbi, Y.538 0·6 0'3 3t·3 2t ·1 46·0 99'3 
Igawa. X/6045 

Y.542 5·1 0'5 3['5 18·6 43·4 99·1 
Y.548 0·6 0·4 54·9 1'5 42·4 99-8 
Y.552 1'5 0'3 33-6 18'7 45·0 99·1 
Y.558 0·8 0·4 46·4 7·0 4304 98'0 
Y.560 6'2 0·2 3['7 17-9 43-7 99·7 
Y.562 2-3 0·2 33·6 18'5 45'0 9% 
Y.568 Jo9 0'5 32-6 18-4 44'5 99·9 
Y.572 11·3 0·5 3406 15-8 3701 99·3 
Y.578 12'4 0'1 39'3 12-3 35'5 9% 
Y.582 709 0·5 35'5 15'2 40'8 99·9 
Y.588 Jo3 0'3 3304 1709 44'5 99-4 
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APPENDIX B 

COMPLETE ANALYSES OF ROCKS CARRIED our IN 1958 

During the year 38 silicate analyses of rocks were carried out, all by W. H. Herdsman, Esq" ('II<'IIIIo~! 
and Metallurgical Laboratories, 141, Bath Street, Glasgow. In the following tables the an:ill".,', oilY> 
arranged in nine groups:-

J. Oral/uti/es alld CIWrllockites-IO analyses of granulites and charnockites from VIlI!',1I11I ,!lill 
SOJlgea. 

11. Afetamorphic Rocks-Various-5 analyses of metamorphic rocks, 2 analyses of acid ,','" I''''~, 
one of an amphibolite, one of a phyllonite and one of a nletasomatic albitite, 

Ill. Metamorphosed Igneous Rocks--3 analyses of meta-anorthositic and metagabbroi, !,,,,~, 

IV, Basic Igneous Rocks--Kapalagu/u-4 analyses of the various members of the Kapala~',III" 11.(,.1;: 
Complex. 

V. Bukoban Eruptil'e Province--Dolerites-6 analyses of dolerites from the Bukoban I, IIl'lhi. 
Province, all from the Ukinga and Ubcna chiefdOffiS. 

VI. Bukoban Erllplil'e Prol'ince-Gahbroic Rocks-5 analyses of rocks from the Nkel1;t:1 (.,,fd"!j 
Eruptive (3 anorthosites from Phase I and 2 gabbros from Phase JI). 

VII. Sedimenls-Bukoban-An analysis of a greywacke from the Buanji Series. 

VIII, Kimberlitic and Carbol/alitic Rocks-2 analyses of rocks associated with kimbcllll.' 
carbonatite intrusions. 

IX. Neogelle Volcallics-Rungwe-2 analyses of olivine basalts from the Rungwe Volcani,: 
of south-western Tanganyika. 

A. E. WRI(;!! j 

I.-GRANULlTES AND CHARNOCKITES 

, \ ..... I ; '.. I I I 
1 DNS. i DNS. , DNS. 1 DNS. , DNS. ! DNS .. DNS. I J. J. 
i 1066 I 1089 i 1568 i 1050 I 1488 I 1572 1497 419 712 

i~~~'" .------j. 5~:6~ : 5g:~~ i 5~:if-6~:~~ 76:~~ I 5~:~~ I 5b:~~ I 5i:g~ (5r~~ 
Alz03 16·42 I 18'56 16·10 17·69 13·59 i 14·65 17·43 I 22·23 25',-),1 
FeZ03 j'91 i 1·62 2·14 j'58 i 0'16! 4'33 1,69 \·43 5·2(, 
FeD.. 5·06: 5·34 5·31 4·06' 2·31! 3'17 4'76 8·19 6'lx 
MnO 0·06 I 0, 14 0·11 0·05 0·05 0·08 0·08 1 0'16 0·](, I 
MgO 3'04! 5·03 2·84 I 2·55 0·54 4·27 3'17 1 3'131 3'1(, 
CaD.. 7·08 I 8-41 6·02 i 6·39 2·13 3,56 6.91: 0'73 O·'-).~ 
NazO 3'88

1 
3'831 3'58! 4'11 4·08 2'26' 3·81 i 0'59 i 1·{jI) 

KzO.. 1'12 0·87 306[ 1'23 135 I 2481 1·19 I 2'39' 4·07 
H20+ 0,59 I 0391 029 0381 0·41 3·02 039 I 0·27 0'1 1) 

H20- Nil i 010 NI! 0 I1 Nll 11 055 Nd 0'19 0'2.1 
C02 Nil 11 Nd I Traces I Traces [I Traces Tlaces: Nil 11 0·08! o·os I 
PzOs 0·17 Traces 0·41 [ 018 0·05 I 008 I Traces J 0·01 I 0·0::" 
C -[ - i - - I - i 1 75 I - I - I 
S . 008, 0·08 i 0·13 1 0'08! - i-I 0'06! 

--'-'-1--,.-----··1 1 ,---I 
1100'17 I 99·98 '100'16 '1100'15 'I I' 99·99 I 

Less 0 for S i 0·02 0·02 I 0·03 0·02 . , 0·02 I ' 
1 I I • , • I 1---·---··-----,----;---:··---,---,----.--

Totals. i 100'151.~~~~J 100'131100'13 1_.!9'94 i~: 99·97 i 100'10 L~~~{_:() 1 

S.G. i 2·81 i 2·91 i 2'85 1 2·80 I 2'74 i 2·72 i 2'80 I 2·82 I 2·6') 
i [i I I ! ! I 

DNS. 1066. Biotite8 hornblende granulite. 3 miles S, of Mkololo, Mbakana Valley, Uluguru, 
District, Quarter Degree Square 64 NE. Collected by D, N. Sampson, 28/7/55. Analyse{] 
Herdsman, 26/6/58 . 

. ......., DNS. 1089. pyroxene granulite. 2 miles NW. of Bwakira luu, Uluguru, Morogoro DistrivL 
64 NE. Collected by D. N. Sampson, 4/8/55. Analysed by W. H. Herdsman, 26/6/58. 

DNS. 1568. Melanocratic p)'roxene granulite. Kihunza, Uluguru, Morogoro District, Q.D.S 
Collected by D. N, Sampson, 17/8/57. Analysed by W. H. Herdsman, 26/6/58. 

DNS, 1050. Banded garnet-pyroxene granulite. 5 miles N. of Kisaki, Uluguru, Morogoro 
Q.D.S. 64 NE, Collected by D. N. Sampson, 25/7/55. Analysed by W. H. Herdsman, 26/6/5~. 
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\ DNS. 1488. Band( 
District, Q.D.S, 6< 

DNS.1572. Game 
Q.D.S. 64 NE. C 

DNS. 1497. Garm 
Collected by D. 1\ 

J.419. Garnet gra 
15/9/49. Analys~ 

J.712. Migmatise( 
92 NE. Collecte 

J. 426. Intermedia 
Collected by T, ( 



. frolll U!U!'.llItl 

'ses of acid !'.Ii<"!Hl<t 
,jtite, ' 

mctugabbroil' I,".bt 

he Kapalagul ll 

with kimbe( lilt" tI 

A_ E. WRIUIII 

--1---
. ' J 

19 I 71', 

"6, I 
·08 ' 

>23 I 
-43 ! 

'·19 i 
)·16 I 

;.J3 i 
1·73 I 

I-59 i 
"39 . 
'·27 I 
"19 I 
j'08 : 
j'OI i 
-I 
-, 

51-91 
0-8R 

25-9'1 
5-2() 
6- IX 
O-]() i 

3-! (, i 

0'92 
j-O() 

4·07 
0'19 
0·2) i 
0-05 :' 
0'02 : 

-;---
'·10 1100-06 i 
--i-
,'821 2'69 

~oro District. f) r I 
'6/58. 

Iriet, Q.D.S. (,.I 

Morogoro [)1'0I111'1 

lan, 26/6/58. , 

\ 

J)NS. 1488. Banded pyroxene granulite, Hela on the Matombo·Tawa Road, E, Uluguru, Morogoro 
District, Q.D.S. 64 NE. Collected by D. N. Sampson, 29/7/57. Analysed by W. H. Herdsman, 11/7/58. 

I)NS. 1572. Garnet~graphite granulite. Kihunza on upper Mvuha River, E. Uluguru, Morogoro District, 
Q.D.S. 64 NE. Collected by D. N. Sampson, 18/8/57. Analysed by W. H. Herdsman, 11{7/58. 

DNS, 1497. Garnet charnockite, Bwakira Juu, Southern Uluguru, Morogoro District, Q.D.S. 64 NE. 
collected by D. N. Sampson, 31/7/57. Analysed by W. H. Herdsman. 26/6/58. 

J,419. Garnet granulite. Ndongosi River, Songea District, Q.D,S, 93 NW. Collected by T, C. James, 
15/9/49. Analysed by W. H. Herdsman, 26/6/58. 

J,712. Migmatised sillimanite granulite. 2 miles E. of Chulela Hill, Matengo, SongeaDistrict, Q.D.s. 
92 NE. Collected by T. C. James, 22/10/49, Analysed by W, H. Herdsman, 26/6/58. 

J.426. Intermediate (granodioritic) chamockitc. 2 miles S. of Mtua, Songea District, Q.D,S. 93 SW. 
Collected by T. C. James, 15/9/49. Analysed by W. H. Herdsman, 26/6/58. . 
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rx.-NEOGENE VOLCANICS-RUNGWE 

DH. 1149 DH.1196 

Si02 45·21 44·32 
TiOz 1'58 0·91 

A!Z0 3 15-95 17·03 

Fe203 2·74 3·01 
FeO 9'29 8·26 
MnO 0·31 0·32 
MgO 8·37 7-02 
CaO 12-39 13'13 
NazO 2·12 2·51 
K,O 0·45 0·68 
H20+ 0·99 1 ·89 
H20- 0'19 0'29 
CO, Nil Traces 

P20S 0'52 0'72 

Totals 100'11 100'09 

S.G ... 2'78 2·98 

DH.1149. Olivine basalt. TukuYll-Njugiro road, 6 miles S. of Njllglro, Tllkuyu District, Q.D.S. 
Collected by D. A. IIarkiIl, 26/9/51. Analysed by W. I-I. Herdsman, 4/4/58. 

DH. 1196. Olivine basalt. Kiwlru Valley, jllst N. of Makete Leper Settlement, Tukuyu Districl, {) I! 
78 NE. Collected by D. A. Harkin, 10/10/51. Analysed by W. H. Herdsman, 4/4/58. 

APPENDIX C 

ANALYSES OF NATURAL GASES AND ACCOMPANYING SPRING WATERS 

During the year nine analyses of natural gases from springs were made by the Governmen( (' 
London. All of the accompanying waters, with the exception of one, were analysed by W. K. J ,_ '1 
Chemist; the other water was analysed by A. P. Muley, Assistant Chemist. Onc gas and ae'''''''I'.",,11I 
water, I, is from Itebu Spring below the western fault scarp of the Iramba Plateau, Iramba i .. ri J 

of the other gases and accompanying waters, II to IX, belong to the Mponde River group of springs,. , IJl i 
District. These springs were the subject of an intensive investigation, including diamond-drilling" ((' " 
their potential as sources of helium. An of the gases are of the nitrogen type containing between .\. I 'I 
10'2 per cent helium; the argon content, ranging between 1·2 and 1·6 per cent, is also appreciabk 
spring waters are all of the mixed sodium sulphate-sodium carbonate type and are remarkable ill . 
the rapid variation of these components in waters that come from localities very close together. 

Examination of these analyses and of analyses reported in previous years (Records, Vol. Vl. I')",r, 11 

Vol. VII, 1957) suggests that the helium content of the nitrogen gases may be related to the 1 I 
juvenile spring waters. It is noticeable that spring waters with a high temperature at the I1 '; I " d 
contain a high proportion of helium. The converse is not true, but this may be explained by the 11 
spring waters being diluted and cooled very near the surface by a large volume of cold groundw;I{('1 
this latter case the helium content of the gases would not be immediately affected. 

T. C. JAME:-i 

1. Iteblt Spring, Main vellf.--Nitrogen gas and sodium carbonate water. Sekenke, Singida 
Quarter Degree Square 29 NW. Gas collected by Commander Bicchieri, Kirondatal, 18/115:1. 
collected by E. G. Haldemann, 31/8/59. Gas analysed by Government Chemist, London, 14/5/58 (Xil,1I 
Water analysed by W. K. L. Thomas, 23/9159 (X/6745). 

n. Mallyeghi Springs, Vent No. l.-Nitrogen gas and mixed sodium carbonate and sodiulll ';1111 ! 
water. Mponde River valley, Singida District, Q.D.S. 41 NW. Gas and water collected by T. ('. 1.1l1!~td 
16/10/57. Gas analysed by Government Chemist, London, 12/12/57 (X/5891). Water an:II)',.,·.( 
W. K. L. Thomas, Il/57 (X/589l). 

Ill. Manyeghi Springs, Vent No. 4.~Nitrogen gas and mixed sodium carbonate and sodiUJll 
water. Mponde River valley, Singida District, Q.D.S. 41 NW. Gas and water collected by T. C..I I 

16/10/57. Gas analysed by Government Chemist, London, 12/12/57 (X/5891). Water anill)'w", 
W. K. L. Thomas, 11/57 (X/5891). 
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IV. M(lnye~ 
w,~ter. Mpon< 
Water collected 
Water analysed 

V. Mallyeg. 
lIu!phate water. 
29/7/58. Wale 
(X/6269). W" 

VI. Ma!lyt'~ 
water. Mpon( 
16/10/57. G~I~ 
W. K. L. ThoJ 

VII. Man)'1 
!lulphate water 
29/7/58. Watt 
4/9/58 (X/6269 

VIII. Tal<.\\ 
River valley, 8 
James, 16/10/5 
byW.K.L.T 

IX. Mpona 
River valley, 1 
James, 16/10/~ 
by w. K. L. T 

GASES: 

C0 2 

I-{zS 
CO 
0, 
H, 
Cfl4, etc. 
He 
A 
N, 

WATERS: 

NaCl 
Na2C03 

NaHC03 
Na2S04 

NaF 
KCl 
Ca(HC03); 
Mg(HC03) 
pH 

Temperature 
Estimated 

gallons pc 
Estimated 

per hour 



llyU District, Q.D.S. 
58. 

11t, Tukuyu Dislri<:l, q 1I 
;1l1<1n, 4/4/58. 

:> WATERS 

y the Government ( 
llyscd by W. K L. 
One gas and a"",n,n,n"I,,' 
Itcau, Iramba 
vcr.group of springs. 
g dIamond-drilling, (" 
containing between \. f 
t, is also apprecj,lbk 

I are remarkable in 
close together. 

Records, Vo1. VI, l'J\I, 

(cd to the tempewtlln' "I 
ure at thc sllrface 
)e explained by the 
.e of cold grounJwaln ,d. 

T. C. JAMES 

Sekenke, Singida I 
:irondatal, 18/1/5t!. 
,London, 14/5/58 (X/I,Il'!!), 

onate and sodiulll 
~r collected by T. C 
;891). Water unaly""') 

,onate and sodiulll .':1111'1 101'_ 
:1' collected by T. C. 
;891). Water arwly.wd 

IV. Manyeghi Springs, Vent No. 3.-Nitrogen gas and mixed sodium carbonate and sodium sulphate 
wutcr. Mpondc River valley, Singida District, Q.D.S. 41 NW. Gas collected by J. F. Harcis. 29/7/58, 
Water collected by J. F. Harris, 4/9/58. Gas analysed by Government Chemist, London, 4/9/58 (X/6269). 
Wllter analysed by W, K. L. Thomas, 11/58 (X/6318). 

V. Manyeghi Springs, Vent No. G.S, ll,-Nitrogen gas and mixed sodium carbonate and sodium 
~uJphate water. Mponde River valley, Singida District, Q,D.S. 41 NW. Gas collected by J. F. Harris, 
29/7/58, Water collected by J, F. Harris, 4/9/58. Gas analysed by Government Chemist, London, 4/9/58 
(X/6269). Water analysed by W, K. L. Thomas, 11/58 (X/6318), 

VI. Manyeghi Springs, Vent No. 2.-Nitrogen gas and mixed sodium carbonate and sodium sulphate 
water. Mponde River valley, Singtda District, Q,~.S. 41 NW. Gas and water collected by T. C. James, 
16/10/57. Gas analysed by Government Chemist, London, 12/12/57 (X/5891). Water analysed by 
W. K. L. Thomas, 11/57 (X/5891). 

VII. Manyeghi Springs, Vent No. G.S. lO.-Nitrogen gas and mixed sodium carbonate and sodium 
-;- lulphate water. Mponde River valley, Singida District, Q.D,S. 41 NW. Gas collected by J. F. Harris, 

29/7/58. Water collected by J. F. Harris, 28/6/58, Gas analysed by Government Chemist, London, 
4/9/58 (X/6269). Water analysed by A. P. Mulcy, 28/7/58 (X/6226). 

VIII. Takwa Springs,-Nitrogen gas and mixed sodium carbonate and sodium sulphate water. Mponde 
River valley, 8 miles SE. of Mnnyeghi, Singida District, Q.D's, 41 NW. Gas and water collected by T. C. 
Jumes, 16/10/57. Gas analysed by Government Chemist, London, 12/12/57 (X/5891). Water analysed 
by W, K, L. Thomas, 11/57 (X/5891). 

IX, Mponde Springs.-Nitrogen gas and mixed sodium carbonate and sodium sulphate water, Mponde 
River valley, 15 miles S. of Manyeghi, Singida District, Q.D's. 41 SW, Gas and water collected by T, C. 
JlImes, 16/10/57. Gas analysed by Governmcnt Chemist, London, 12/12/57 (X/5891). Water analysed 
by W. K. L. Thomas, 11/57 (X/5891). 

ANALYSES OF GASES AS VOLUME PER CENT AND OF 

WATERS IN PARTS PER MILLION 

I 11 III IV V VI VII VIII IX 

GASES: 
CO2 4·2 J.3 1'3 H 1'2 1·8 1·4 H 0'2 
H,S 0·4 0'5 0·2 0·2 0·02 0·6 0·1 0'9 Tr. 
CO 0·1 Neg. Neg, 
0, 0·4 Neg. 0·4 0'1 0'01 0·3 0·01 0'1 0·2 
H, Neg, 0·8 0·01 0·3 Q-7 0'5 
C~, etc. H 0·2 0·2 0·4 1'1 0·4 
He 0'74 5·2 5'1 5·5 6'7 5-4 6·7 7'0 10·2 
A 1·02 1·2 1·4 1'5 1-6 1·2 1-6 1·3 1·5 
N, 91-6 9H 91·4 90·3 90'2 90·0 89·3 87'5 81'5 

WATERS: 

NaCI 26 1,437 1,556 1,569 1,534 1,442 1,551 1,010 1,189 
N a2C0 3 27 32 130 110 27 42 27 48 
NaHC0 3 396 810 854 730 750 819 840 277 264 
N a2S0 4 30 592 450 630 930 592 620 649 530 
NaF 2 23 27 20 23 30 28 9 24 
KCI 19 19 17 19 19 19 15 11 
Ca(HC03h 89 53 40 40 40 32 32 88 20 
Mg(HCO,h 151 18 18 18 18 18 24 
pH 7·5 8·5 8·5 8·5 9·0 8'5 9·5 . 

Temperature 22
Q
C. c.25QC. 33

Q
C. 36°C. - c.25

Q
C. - 38

Q
C. 42QC, 

Estimated flow of water ;n 
gallons per hour 720+ medium c,10,000 c,3,QOO - c,3,300 

Estimatcd flow of gas in litres 
per hour medium small 640 200 c. 100 240 c.l00 c.200 

Tr.=Trace. 
Neg. = Negligible. 
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